CULTURAL AND SPORTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ABVIMS & DR. RML HOSPITAL

NOTICE
Date: 09/12/19

An Interministry Music, Dance and Short Play Competition will be held in last February 2020 (Tentative dates: 17-21 February 2020) by CCSCSB.

The competition will be in the following categories/events:
- Hindustani Music (Vocal Classical/Vocal Light Classical), Carnatic Music (Vocal Classical, Vocal Light Classical), Classical Dance (Solo), Folk Dance (Solo and Group), Western Dance (Solo), Folk Music (Solo and Group), Western Music (Solo and Group), Instrumental Music (Classical/Western/Light), Short Play.

All the interested persons may please send their entries in the prescribed form (form attached) with requisite documents and duly forwarded by their respective Incharges/Hod's by 28th December 2019, 4 pm to the following:
1. Sh. Hemant Singh, Deputy Labour Welfare Commissioner, Room No 216, OPD Building, Dr. RML Hospital. M:- 9868539214.

Forms can be obtained from the office of Sh. Hemant Singh.

Key Points:
- The participant must be a regular permanent/temporary employee from ABVIMS & Dr. RML Hospital, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt of India and must be an amateur. He/She must have been in Service continuously for 6 months. Ad-hoc and daily wagers are not allowed to compete (Further details can be sought from www.dopt.gov.in/welfare/about-sports-board)
- There can only be two entries maximum in the Hindustani Music, Carnatic Music, Folk Music (Solo), Western Music (Solo), Folk Dance (Solo), Western Dance (Solo), Classical dance (Solo) and Instrumental Music categories each from the Ministry.
- There can be maximum two group dances and two groups (Music) from a Ministry.
- Group events/categories should have minimum 4 participants and maximum 10 participants (Maximum participants are restricted to 8 in Group Music Category)
- There can be maximum two entries in Short Play Competition provided the two plays are in different languages (language can be any as listed in Indian Constitution). There is no bar on number of participants in Short Play Competition.

The above four points are based on previous year eligibility guidelines for participation. Any new guidelines/notification will be circulated to all.
- In case the entries received in a particular category are more than the stipulated number, or in certain cases as deemed suitable by the Committee, the Committee will hold a Competition/Audition to decide on who will participate so that only the best represent the Ministry.
- It is quite possible that other wings/hospitals/departments under Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India may send their entries in any of the competitive categories. Hence, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt of India might get more than the maximum permissible number of entries for particular category/ies. In such a scenario, the decision of Ministry on who will participate will be treated as final.
- All the expenses incurred on dresses, props, musicians etc of the participants from ABVIMS & Dr. RML Hospital will be borne by the Dr. RML Hospital under the prescribed fund.

Copy To:-
1. All HOD'S – To circulate to all doctors and staff
2. Nursing Superintendent—To circulate to all DNS, ANS, Nursing Officers
3. Karamchari Union Office – To circulate to all Karamcharis
4. All Notice Boards of ABVIMS & Dr. RML Hospital

Dr. Arun Sinha
Memb-Secretary

---
To, Dr. Harmesh Singh, Web Manager
CULTURAL AND SPORTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ABVIMS & DR. RML HOSPITAL

FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN INTERMINISTRY MUSIC, DANCE AND SHORT
PLAY COMPETITION (LAST DATE 26 DECEMBER, 2019 BY 4 pm)

NAME: MOBILE:

E-MAIL:

DESIGNATION AND DEPARTMENT:

REGULAR PERMANENT/TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE OF MOHFW (YES/NO):

EMPLOYEE CODE/I-CARD NUMBER (Copy of i-card to be attached):

CATEGORY/CATEGORIES WHERE PARTICIPATION WILL BE DONE:

1.
2.
3.

PARTICIPATED PREVIOUSLY IN INTERMINISTRY COMPETITION (YES/NO):

IF YES, ANY MEDALS/PRIZE WON (ATTACH A SEPARATE LIST):

IN THE CATEGORY/IES OPTED FOR PARTICIPATION, ANY
MEDALS/PRIZES/CERTIFICATES WON IN OTHER COMPETITION/EVENT (Please attach
separate list):

Declaration

I , S/o, D/o, W/o, employed in in ABVIMS & Dr. RML
Hospital, hereby, state that I am a regular permanent/temporary employee of the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, Government of India. I also agree that if asked for by Cultural
and Sports Advisory Committee, ABVIMS & Dr. RML Hospital, I will audition/participate in
any Selection Competition organized by Cultural and Sports Advisory Committee, ABVIMS
& Dr. RML Hospital before my name is finalised for Interministry Competition.

Date: Signature of Participant: (Name: )

Place: (Name: )

Duly Forwarded by Incharge/Head of Department: Signature:

Date: (Name: )

(Designation: )